
 
MYP Grade 9 Curriculum English Learner Students

Language and Literature First language Language and Literature;  by reading and writing in student’s native language, this 
course builds connections between English and native language; parallels English Language and 
Literature; focuses on literary analysis, symbolism, and allegory 

Individuals and Societies Modern European history

Mathematics Spiral curriculum: Introduction to set theory, algebra, coordinate geometry, trigonometry, data 
analysis

STEM Robotics and introduction to engineering

Arts One semester art (drawing, color theory, portraiture); one semester music (European indigenous 
music and composition)

Sciences Conceptual physics 

Physical and Health Education Health education with focus on exercise, training, and sports

Language Acquisition English B: narrative, research, and responsibilities of the writer

Grade 10 Curriculum Curriculum English Learner Students

Language and Literature First language Language and Literature; by reading and writing in student’s native language, builds 
connections between English and native language; parallels English Language and Literature; 
focuses on literary criticism, perspective, and dialect

Individuals and Societies Modern East Asian History

Mathematics Spiral curriculum: Advanced algebra, advanced geometry and trigonometry, probability and statistics 

Arts One semester art (line, value, and 3 dimensional design); one semester music (advanced 
improvisation, extended harmony, and composition)

Sciences Chemistry

Physical and Health Education Health education with focus on exercise, training, and sports

Language Acquisition English B: Academic discussion, travel, and personal narrative

Personal Project The MYP personal project helps students develop confidence as principled, lifelong learners. They 
explore an area of personal interest over an extended period. Through this independent inquiry, 
students consolidate their learning and develop important skills--for further education and life 
beyond the classroom.

Leadership seminar Strategic communication, community leadership, and service

Riverstone International School is Idaho’s first and  
most successful International Baccalaureate World School.

The Middle Years Programme is a challenging 
framework that helps students make connections 
between their studies and the real world. The MYP 
develops young people who are: 

• active learners; 
• internationally minded; 
• empathetic and pursue lives of purpose and 

meaning;  
• creative, critical, and reflective learners.

Information based on 2017-18 School Year; subject to change



The Diploma Programme is made up of the DP core and six subject groups.  

*ToK, EE, and CAS are components of the DP core. 

Students choose three subject areas to study at higher level (HL) and three at standard level (SL). HL and 
SL courses differ in scope with students expected to demonstrate a greater body of knowledge, 
understanding and skills at high level. 

Riverstone International School is Idaho’s first and  
most successful International Baccalaureate World School.

DP Gr 11-12 Curriculum English Learner Students

Studies in Language and 
Literature

Self-Taught Language A (SL)

Individuals and Societies World Religions (SL); Global Politics (HL); Geography (HL)

Mathematics Mathematics (HL or SL)

The Arts Music (HL or SL) and Visual Art (HL or SL)

Sciences Biology (HL or SL); Chemistry (HL or SL); Physics (HL or SL)

Language Acquisition English B (HL) for non-native English speakers

Theory of Knowledge (ToK)* Theory of Knowledge provides an opportunity for students to reflect 
on the nature of knowledge, and on how we know what we claim to 
know. Through discussions, student gain greater awareness of their 
personal idealogical assumptions, as well ad develop an 
appreciation of the diversity and richness of cultural perspectives.

Extended Essay (EE)* The Extended Essay is an independent, self-directed piece of 
research, finishing with a 4,000 word essay. The EE provides 
practical preparation for undergraduate research and an opportunity 
to investigate a topic of special interest to them. Students develop 
the capacity to analyze, synthesize, and evaluate knowledge.

Creativity, Action, and Service 
(CAS)*

Creativity, Action, and Service enables students to enhance their 
personal and interpersonal development by learning through 
experience. Students are required to show initiative, develop 
perseverance, and develop skills such as collaboration, problem 
solving and decision making. 

The Diploma Programme curriculum develops 
students who  

• have excellent breadth and depth of 
knowledge; 

• flourish physically, intellectually, emotionally 
and ethically;  

• study at least two languages; 
• excel in traditional academic subjects, and 

explore the nature of knowledge.

Information based on 2017-18 School Year; subject to change


